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Professor Teaches PowerPoint 2016 is a computer training program designed by experts to teach you
everything you need to know to about Microsoft PowerPoint. Learn how to create visually stunning presentations

for work or school. Professor Teaches provides hours of course material and hands-on training in a realistic
simulation of the actual software. What is Microsoft PowerPoint 2016? PowerPoint 2016 is software developed

by Microsoft to help you create quality presentations. PowerPoint is used for business and academic applications
as a fast and effective way to present information and ideas. PowerPoint 2016 is the latest version of the

program and provides better collaboration tools and editing capabilities. What Are the Benefits of Learning
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Microsoft PowerPoint 2016? •Discover new ways to create professional-looking presentations quickly •Learn
how to publish to the web •Learn how to create dynamic presentations using animation effects PowerPoint 2016

– Over 60 Lessons! Our extensive computer training course will cover the following topics: •How to apply
PowerPoint views •How to use templates •Using drawing tools •Adding tables and charts •Adding images

•Using Grids and Guides •Saving and Closing a Presentation •Creating a New Presentation •Using the Format
Painter •Working with Tabs •Using Templates •Customizing Templates •Adding Headers and Footers •Adding
Speaker Notes •Introduction to Drawing Tools •Working with Shapes and Pictures •Inserting and Formatting

Picture Files •Arranging Objects •Adding Animation Effects •Adding a Sound Clip •Outlining, Proofing and
Printing •Delivering Your Presentation Features of Professor Teaches PowerPoint 2016 •Practice in a Realistic

Simulation of the Software •Hundreds of Learning Topics •4 to 8 Hours of Training per Course •Realistic
Simulations •Beginner to Advanced Topics •Self-Paced Learning Objectives •Introductions and Summaries

•Interactive Exercises •Professional Voice Narration •End-of-Chapter Quiz Questions •Check marks for
Completed Topics •Glossary, Index, and Search •Professor Answers for Instant Training In the next few years,
Microsoft PowerPoint is an essential tool for any professional in business or education. Take advantage of the
best computer training and learn everything you need to know about Microsoft PowerPoint 2016. You will be
able to learn all the important skills and understand all the new capabilities in PowerPoint 2016. Professor

Teaches has helped hundreds of people learn and master
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Professor Teaches PowerPoint 2016 Features Key:
Change the theme of Windows as well as add or remove a wallpaper.

Customize the theme according to individual needs.
Improved to customize shortcuts with corresponding icon themes.

Explore Windows Art Style functions and other options for customization.
Experimental mode. Some functions are not so perfect yet, we will gradually address them.
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Instructor Teaches is an online, self-paced, computer training program for Microsoft PowerPoint. Instruction is provided
in 6 computer languages on a wide variety of topics; you may learn how to make a powerpoint presentation in
Powerpoint, Microsoft Word, Excel, or Google Sheets. Get Instant Self-Paced Training: Instructor Teaches was designed
to be self-paced. You can learn at your own pace, start and stop whenever you want. Instructor Teaches takes you from
“beginner to expert” as you learn how to create presentations in a realistic simulation of the actual software. Learn In
Any Language: Instructor Teaches has been designed to be flexible. Learning is done in English, French, German,
Spanish, and Japanese. Use the Instructor Answers feature to ask questions of the instructor or check your progress.
Self-Paced Learning: You can choose your own pace and start and stop the program at any time. Instructor Teaches
provides instant feedback when you answer quiz questions and test your knowledge at the end of each chapter. Key
Features: • Learn in 6 computer languages: PowerPoint in Powerpoint, Word, Excel, or Google Sheets. • Self-Paced
learning: Start and stop the program at your own pace. • Instant feedback: Receive immediate feedback when you
answer quiz questions and test your knowledge. • Interact with Instructor Answers: Ask questions of the instructor to
ask for help and to correct mistakes. • Professional Narration: Get professional narration so that you can listen to your
learning at a professional audio level. • Learn everything: Learn how to create a powerpoint presentation, edit, add
images, and more. How Do I Buy Professor Teaches PowerPoint 2016 Product Key? Your purchase for Professor Teaches
PowerPoint 2016 will be processed with Paypal. You will need your Paypal email address to use the service. To sign up
for Paypal, go to the Paypal page. Click the button “Sign Up” to get set up. Once your account is set up, go to the
purchased items page and enter your Paypal email address and a password. Please return to our website at after
purchase to activate your software. System Requirements Windows: Windows 7 / 8 Mac: OSX 10.8 What's New in
Powerpoint 2016 •Presentations now support background images in slides. •The Number formatting box has been
redesigned to d41b202975
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100% Guarantee - If you don't complete this course, we'll refund every penny of your purchase Price: $69.00 (You save:
$30.00)Why Take This Course? Because you deserve the best! You work hard all day. Why not spend your free time
working on something you enjoy? Whether you need to learn PowerPoint to impress your boss or have been using the
program for years and want to learn new things, this course will help you understand how to use PowerPoint in an
easier and more effective manner. Plus, you can have the program installed on your PC for instant training anytime.Do
you want to take advantage of the incredible tools built into PowerPoint 2016? If so, we recommend you take this
course. You will be amazed at how easy it is to master using this program!Microsoft PowerPoint 2016 includes so many
incredible tools that once you learn how to use them, you won't want to use anything else. How to Use Microsoft
PowerPoint 2016 - Knowledge TreePowerPoint 2016 is a powerful presentation creation tool that comes standard on
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almost all Windows PCs. In this course, you will learn how to customize the presentation software so you can get the
most out of it. You will learn: -How to select, drag, and drop objects to create a customized presentation-How to format
objects using styles and formatting options-How to use text in a slide or in any text box-How to use transitions and
animations to create a complete presentation-How to arrange objects into a grid layout-How to use formulas, timers,
and counters-How to create and export presentation files in a variety of formats-How to work with multiple slides-How
to build and present your own slides-How to use Smart Tags for inserting objects in slides-How to work with content in
different languages Advanced Topics in Microsoft PowerPoint 2016-Knowledge TreeMicrosoft PowerPoint 2016 offers
some great tools that can help you create professional-looking presentations. However, there is much more you can do
with this presentation software. Learn how to use these tools to create professional-looking presentations. Here is what
you will learn in this course: -How to use Smart Tags for inserting objects in slides-How to work with multiple slides-How
to build and present your own slides-How to use Animation Tools for creating additional effects-How to use the Picture
Tools for adding captions, logos, and images-How to save presentations in different formats-How to adjust the
brightness and contrast of an image-How to add sound

What's new:

at ITU Media for Technology Retreat It's not media or technology, it's all
about habits EDITOR'S NOTE (February 20, 2016): Lecture by Dr. Wolf Peter
Borcherding taken at the 3-day 'Media for Technology' retreat at the ITU
headquarters in Genoa, Italy hosted by UNITEXT (International
Telecommunications Union) on April 2-4, 2016. It's going to be a busy
February, right? I'm going to be teaching at Media for Technology's 3-day (2
days in the classroom, 1 day of refreshing talks) retreat in Genoa, Italy. The
retreat is for media and technology professionals from various industries
(advertising, corporate communications, IT, marketing, media and
telecom.) Each faculty presenter has been assigned a theme, and I have to
do a bit of a trick to make sure we can fit all ten themes in. Tell me, as you
start your PowerPoint, why do you do it? You won't get any real feedback
after the fact. Just write down your thoughts. In one word: habits. ~~~ I'm
going to pretend to lecture about habits for a little bit in between the
lecture slides. We’ll get to work soon. Before we get started, I want to
thank Of Interest Digital forum members and the ITU for sponsoring this
retreat. I’m not going to begin with a review of it. I just read the book last
year and had no intention of speaking about habits when I started the
class. Now I'm in a mode where I'm going to buy into the book and take it
on, only better. But first, let’s make sure that we’re on the same page.
What habits? Developing this habit a bit was the most important thing I had
to learn when I started teaching the class. I doubt anyone who has learned
something from a book has approached it from the starting point of It May
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be Wrong, But It’s My Way. I had to figure out my own way to help learners
get to where they wanted to go. There are two kinds of habits. You start
with one and after a time you flip it to the other. 15 Weeks to Good Habits -
you'll make a habit of it You start by pointing out that we struggle. That
there are terrible things we’d like to change but 
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During installation of the files you will be asked if it works with another platform. If you know yes, then
select Yes, if no select No

 

 

Installation of MyPokerTeaches PowerPoint by is finished, press Next.

 

 

The system will be restarted, finish it with OK

 

 

By pressing Next it will install another round of files and the same process will be repeated.
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System Requirements For Professor Teaches PowerPoint 2016:

Minimun Operating System: Windows Vista/7/8 Memory: 1 GB RAM (2GB+ recommended) Hard Disk:
4GB space System Requirements:
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